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Abstract: Aiming at the problems of centralized storage, low sharing efficiency, and the security and
privacy of traditional medical data, a medical data storage model based on a consortium chain is
proposed. First, the Distance algorithm is designed based on the geographical relationship of nodes,
which reduces the amount of communication between nodes, improves the communication efficiency
between A nodes, and ensures the efficiency and reliability of grouping. Second, the dynamic election
is combined with the Distance algorithm to design the election strategy of the primary node, which
realizes the scientific and reasonable ranking of the medical nodes, improves the reliability of the
selection of the primary node, and ensures the efficiency of the medical nodes in the alliance chain to
quickly reach consensus when the medical data are uploaded to the chain. Finally, the model designs
a method of information separation, which combines the distributed database IPFS (InterPlanetary
File System) with the blockchain, which greatly reduces the pressure of medical data storage in the
blockchain and improves the operation efficiency. The experimental results show that the medical
data storage model can effectively improve the problem of the sharp increase in the amount of
communication between medical nodes in the network and reduce the impact of malicious consensus
nodes.

Keywords: medical federated chain; storage model; PBFT algorithm; consensus algorithm

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of technologies such as big data and cloud
computing [1–3], more and more medical institutions choose to store patient medical
data in the cloud, which improves the efficiency of storage and retrieval but also faces
the problem of the centralized storage of data, which will not guarantee the integrity and
security of medical data [4] once the third-party server is down or in the event of a malicious
attack. As a distributed ledger, blockchain [5] provides a new decentralized model for
solving the problem of data storage in medical institutions.

The literature [6] proposes a medical data blockchain system based on cloud storage
to protect the privacy of data, but the use of the POW consensus algorithm needs to
consume a lot of computing power. The literature [7] performs medical data storage
using the original PBFT algorithm, which requires the participation of all medical nodes
and greatly reduces the communication efficiency. The literature [8] classifies medical
institutions into ranks based on medical resources and uses a hybrid consensus mechanism
of DPOS and PBFT to improve consistency and efficiency, but there is a subjective concept of
ranking. The literature [9] uses the POW consensus algorithm for identity management and
authentication to ensure the confidentiality of shared medical data, but the algorithm wastes
medical resources greatly. The literature [10,11] proposed the POV consensus algorithm
and POB consensus algorithm to solve the POW energy consumption problem, but they
are mainly used in public chains. Although these partially adopted methods improve the
shortcomings of medical data storage to some extent, there are also problems. In essence,
they do not use resources rationally, they do not take into account the actual situation
where there are great differences between individual medical nodes, and the algorithms
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used rarely address the efficiency of consensus, the network overhead, and the scalability
of the blockchain, which affects the overall efficiency when the number of nodes increases.

Based on the existing research, this paper designs a medical data storage scheme
using blockchain technology. The novelty is that this paper uses the geographic location
resources of medical nodes to design the Distance algorithm before storing medical data
on the chain, which makes full use of medical resources to enable the better allocation of
medical nodes into groups. In this paper, multiple medical nodes are divided into several
node groups. Each node group includes a primary node and multiple secondary nodes,
they use a hierarchical strategy to reach consensus, and the primary node is dynamically
selected within each group by the proposed distance ranking hybrid mechanism, which
is difficult to solve in PBFT, which improves the reliability of primary node selection. By
combining the first consensus layer and the second consensus layer sequentially according
to the traditional PBFT model, the traffic in the consensus process can be greatly reduced,
and the medical alliance chain system can reach consensus quickly, making the blockchain
system data storage more efficient. In this paper, when acquiring medical data for chaining,
compared with [12], which used IPFS for information separation technology, by uploading
the PHR of patients to IPFS, its generated index is on the chain, which makes the medical
alliance chain have a lower system overhead. This solves the problem of centralized medical
data storage, which is difficult to share, and improves the efficiency of medical data storage.

The medical data storage model has many important components; the model mainly
consists of six entities: the supervision center, hospital, patient, data user, IPFS, and medical
alliance chain. Figure 1 shows the components of the system storage model.
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Among them, the supervision center issues registration certificates to users who enter
the medical alliance chain for the first time and at the same time manages and supervises
hospitals, patients, and data users. Hospitals, as medical nodes, encrypt medical data
after being authorized by patients, store PHR (Personal Health Record) information on the
medical institution’s own distributed database IPFS, and generate an index link index of
PHR. While the index is signed using the patient’s private key, this index is hidden from
unauthorized users, and this index is entered into the blockchain ledger after encryption.
The patient, as the owner of the personal health record PHR, mainly sets the access policy
for his medical data. If the data user wants to obtain the patient’s medical data, he needs
to obtain the authorization of the patient. IPFS is an interplanetary file system which is
used to store patients’ encrypted PHR and generate the index. The medical alliance chain
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is composed of multiple medical institutions which jointly maintain the blockchain, store
the index of medical data, and reach a consensus agreement.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) The complete medical data of patients are encrypted and stored on IPFS [13], and

the index generated by it is stored in the alliance chain, which can safely store the medical
data of patients and improve the data sharing among medical institutions.

(2) A Distance algorithm is proposed to group medical institutions according to their
geographic locations to maximize the communication efficiency between medical nodes.

In each group, the distance algorithm and the comprehensive rating of medical insti-
tutions are combined to generate a consensus node set ranking, and the primary node is
dynamically selected from it, which reduces the possibility of the primary node doing evil
and improves the stability of medical data on the chain.

(3) The improved consensus algorithm is adopted based on PBFT for consensus
chaining, which effectively reduces the communication complexity of the system.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2, the Distance algorithm
and consensus mechanism of the medical data storage model are introduced in detail,
along with the selection strategy of primary nodes in the medical alliance chain and the
specific process of the improved consensus algorithm. Section 3 shows that the model
in this paper can achieve secure storage and improve communication efficiency through
security analysis and communication complexity analysis. Section 4 concludes the paper
and provides an outlook for the next research work.

2. Medical Data Storage Model

When users enter the medical alliance chain for the first time, they need to submit
relevant registration information to the supervision center, which verifies the user’s qualifi-
cation identity, generates a public-private key pair for the passed user using an asymmetric
encryption algorithm [14], and uses the private key to sign the user’s public key to generate
a digital certificate.

When the patient visits the hospital, the doctor will provide the patient with personal
health record (PHR) information. The patient’s PHR includes the patient’s identity, age,
clinical diagnosis, medication status, and other information. At the same time, we classify
the patient’s PHR information for sensitivity. Information of different sensitivities is stored
in the form of key-value pairs [15], giving different access rights for different secret keys,
and the PHR information is stored on the medical institution’s own distributed database
IPFS. An index link of PHR is generated, which is a pointer to the file stored in the medical
institution’s own distributed database. The index is signed using the patient’s private key,
and this index is hidden from unauthorized users. This index is encrypted and recorded
into the blockchain through the improved consensus algorithm in this paper ledger, which
reduces the pressure of data storage and high frequency access in the blockchain. The
patient obtains the index from the blockchain through the private key and gets his PHR
from the medical institution.

The medical data storage model uses the Distance algorithm combined with the
characteristics of medical resources for grouping to ensure the reliability of the grouping.
The distance ranking hybrid mechanism selects the primary node, which improves the
attack resistance of the system. The double consensus layer mechanism is for any node
group. The primary node of the node group gets the medical data index and verifies the
medical data index to generate the reserve message. The primary node sends the reserve
message to each secondary node of the node group for the first PBFT consensus. When the
first consensus is passed, the primary node sends the reserve message to the primary node
of the other group for the second PBFT consensus. After the second consensus is passed, the
primary nodes of other groups send the preparation messages to each sub-node of the other
node groups for verification, and the medical data index will be stored for each medical
node after the verification is passed. The node change mechanism is to evaluate the nodes
after the consensus is completed. Byzantine nodes are marked and restricted to become
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master nodes, and the medical nodes are dynamically adjusted within a T according to
their behavior members to improve the scalability of the model. The whole model flow is
shown in Figure 2.
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2.1. Distance Algorithm

According to the distribution of different medical nodes, the positions of medical
nodes are relatively fixed. First, initialize the system: in a fixed period T, set several
authorized hospital nodes into the initial set U =

{
n1, n2 . . . ni . . . nj . . .

}
, group the U

nodes in the group, and then re-determine which group joins according to the distance of
the unjoined or ungrouped medical nodes, which is the basic idea of the Distance algorithm.
By randomly selecting a node in the initial set as the current center node, set a threshold
radius R, take the current center node and all medical nodes within the G1 threshold radius
as a group R, and then remove the already assigned nodes in the two-dimensional plane
from U. Repeat the above until m a group is allocated, that is, G = {G1, G2 . . . . . . Gm}. The
threshold radius R is the average value of the distance from the current hospital node ni
to the other hospital nodes in the initial node set U, which is expressed by the following
formula:

R = ∑
j∈U

dij

|U| , (1)

where is dij the shortest distance from the current node ni of the hospital to another node
in a certain period. After assigning m groups, if there are still medical nodes that are not
included, calculate the average of the distances from this medical node to the already
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assigned m groups, respectively, md and calculate the average of the distances from node j
to G1 as follows.

md(j, G1) = ∑
djG1

|G1|
, (2)

According to Formula (2), the average distance between node j and the other groups
in G can be calculated md, and the node can be added to md the group with the smallest
average distance. If the calculated distance averages md are the same, the further selection
of the appropriate group to join can be made based on the minimum standard deviation,
which is given by the following formula:

sd(i, u) =

√√√√∑
j∈u

(
dij −md(i, u)

)2

|U| , (3)

Ensure that the probability of Byzantine errors is reduced when the number of medical
nodes in each group satisfies n > 3f.

The following is the pseudo-code for the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Distance algorithm

Input:
Initial node collection U
Threshold radius R
Number of groups m

Output:
Initial groups G

1: Initialize. G← {G1, G2 . . . . . . Gm}
2: for i in range (1, m)
3: c← random (U)
4: Gi.add(c)
5: R← ( ∑

j∈U,j 6=c
dcj)/(|U| − 1)

6: for j ∈ U && j 6= c
7: if dcj < R && !enough(i)
8: Gi.add(j)
9: U← U-{j}
10: U← U-{c}
11: while U 6= Ø && n ∈ U
12: f or i in range (1, m) && ! enough(i)
13: k, n←min(md(n, Gi)), sd(n, Gi))
14: Gk. add(n)
15: return G

Algorithm 1 is equivalent to using m disjoint circles to cover these medical nodes,
respectively, where the enough(i) function returns true when the number of nodes in the
i-th circle has been sufficient; otherwise, it returns false. It is ensured that the number of
nodes in the m groups after using this grouping algorithm meets the predefined condition
of n > 3f, which satisfies the possibility under the Byzantine [16] condition.

2.2. Consensus Algorithm of the Medical Data Storage Model

In order to ensure the reliability of data storage in the medical data blockchain platform,
according to the characteristics and needs of specific medical data [17], a blockchain-
based medical data storage consensus algorithm is designed. The consensus algorithm
is an inheritance for the traditional PBFT algorithm, based on which the complexity of
generality is reduced, and the improved PBFT algorithm does not require all nodes to
participate, which greatly improves the communication efficiency. The algorithm includes
four stages: grouping, election, consensus, and update. Aiming at the shortcomings of
the PBFT consensus algorithm [18], this paper will fuse the Distance algorithm to create
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a new consensus mechanism suitable for medical data storage. The medical nodes are
grouped according to the Distance algorithm, and the medical nodes in different groups
are combined according to the national hospital comprehensive rating and the Distance
algorithm. The election of the primary node adopts the distance ranking hybrid algorithm.
The scalability of the model is increased by the set node change mechanism. The consensus
node set in this model sets a threshold value, and when the overall rating of a medical node
is lower than the threshold value in a fixed period, it will be removed from the federated
chain, while other medical nodes are re-ranked. The setting of the threshold method
has fully mobilized the enthusiasm of medical institutions to provide better services for
patients and will also become an important criterion for evaluating medical institutions in
the future.

2.2.1. PBFT Consensus Algorithm

The PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) algorithm aims to solve the problem
of how to finally guarantee consistency and correctness in the presence of evil nodes in
the whole system. The algorithm consensus protocol is divided into three stages, and the
specific process is shown in Figure 3.
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2.2.2. Consensus Mechanism for Medical Data Storage

1. Grouping: First, all medical nodes of the system are divided into M groups according
to their distances within a fixed period T by the Distance algorithm. The specific cycle
duration can be set appropriately according to the reality. The reason for regrouping
medical nodes at intervals is to consider that the medical nodes of this model may
change, which may affect the consensus efficiency. The generated master node ranking
is fixed within a certain period and will only change due to master node replacement
and the dynamic applications of medical nodes to join and exit.

2. Election: In m groups, in order to further improve communication efficiency and
reduce the probability of malicious nodes becoming primary nodes, the selection
of primary nodes adopts a distance ranking hybrid algorithm. The primary node
election method adopted for the medical imaging blockchain platform is:

T = md ∗ α + vi ∗ β (α + β = 1), (4)

T = sd ∗ α + vi ∗ β (α + β = 1), (5)

Among them, T is the final ranking result of the primary node, md is the average
distance, sd is the standard deviation of the distance, and vi is the comprehensive
ranking of the hospital. α and β are different correction parameters set according to
the change in the ranking value of medical institutions. 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1. According to
Formula (2), we calculate md for each node in the group to other nodes, and when the
same md occurs, we calculate sd for each node in the group to other nodes according
to Formula (3). The purpose of the distance ranking hybrid mechanism is to select a
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number of primary nodes that are closer to each other in each group, thus reducing
the transmission delay of preparatory information in the consensus phase.

3. Consensus: Assuming that there are Byzantine nodes in the node, when conducting
sub-consensus groups, poll within the m group. If there is a request from a medical
node to upload medical data, upload this request to the current primary node of
the group first; the primary node will sort and verify the request, generate a pre-
prepared message, and then send the sorted pre-prepared message to other medical
nodes in the group for the first PBFT consensus. When the primary consensus group
consensus is performed, the block will be confirmed by the second PBFT consensus in
the primary consensus group after passing the consensus verification process of the
sub-consensus group. When the first PBFT consensus is successful, the master node T1
of the group will broadcast the generated pre-prepared message to the master nodes
of other groups for the second PBFT consensus. During the consensus process, each
master node broadcasts its own digital signature and collects the digital signatures
of other master nodes, and when the consensus is passed, each master node will
package all the collected signatures and requests and send them to the other hospital
nodes in the group, respectively. After receiving the packaged message, the hospital
node verifies the digital signature collection, executes the request content after the
verification is passed, and updates the medical data to the local blockchain ledger so
that the consensus is completed. Below is the pseudo-code of this Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Consensus

Input:
Initial node collection U
Initial groups G

Request node client
Collection of primary nodes T
Output:

Consensus results res
1: send req(client, client. primary, req)
2: res← f alse
3: res← start(Gi + T)
4: i f res is f alse
5: res← start1(G.one) && start2(T)
6: i f res is true
7: two← Package(req)
8: f or t in T
9: broadcast (t node, Gt.one, two)
10: f or node in Gt.one && veri f (two)
11: execute(req)
12: Return res

The flow of the consensus algorithm for the specific medical data blockchain is shown
in Figure 4 below:

4. Update: Most of the data of the medical imaging platform are stored in the server.
If the master node hospital fails or goes down, the master node will be replaced to
ensure the normal and efficient operation of the medical imaging platform. The node
replacement mechanism is as follows: according to the result of the above election,
the master node will be polled down in the master node ranking set according to the
ranking result T. If the rotating master node is also down, the rotation will continue
down. The rotated master node will be removed from the consensus. In order to
ensure fairness, if the master node is replaced within a fixed period T, the set T of the
election will be recalculated so that all other nodes have the opportunity to become
the master node to prevent a monopoly caused by a single node. When a new medical
node wants to join, by calculating the average distance md from the medical node to
each node group, the smallest distance average node group is selected, and the new
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medical node is added to the small node group when there is no medical node data
index up-link request in the node group. When a medical node wants to quit, the
medical node that wants to quit sends a quit command to the primary node of the
node group that the medical node wants to quit, and after verification, the medical
node is deleted from the node group when the node group is free. At the same time,
we can regroup after a fixed period T. The specific period T can be set according to
the new hospitals and the actual demand to ensure the most efficient transmission
efficiency and reduce the consensus delay and communication times.
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3. Analysis and Evaluation
3.1. Security Analysis
3.1.1. Comparative Analysis

The traditional health care data models all have monopoly and privacy problems [19].
In this paper, we use the alliance chain combined with IPFS to ensure the secure storage of
data without relying on third-party entities, and each medical node communicates with
each other in a peer-to-peer manner. IPFS stores the original data and places the encrypted
data hash index on the chain, thus avoiding the traditional storage that leads to the central
medical node being maliciously attacked. For the medical alliance chain in this paper, there
are usually new medical nodes that want to join and medical nodes in the alliance chain
that want to exit. By setting a dynamic access mechanism that allows medical nodes to
dynamically join and exit this medical alliance chain, when a new medical node wants
to join, the smallest distance average node group is selected by calculating the average
distance md from this medical node to each node group. When there is no medical node
data indexing request in this node group, the new medical node is added to this small node
group. When a medical node wants to quit, the medical node that wants to quit sends a quit
command to the master node of the node group that the medical node wants to quit, and
after verification, the medical node is deleted from the node group when the node group is
free. At the same time, we can regroup after a fixed period T. The specific period T can
be set according to the new hospitals and the actual demand to ensure the most efficient
transmission efficiency and reduce the consensus delay and communication times, so the
storage model in this paper has good scalability and reliability. The following comparison
(Table 1) is used to analyze and compare the differences with existing solutions.
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Table 1. Scheme comparison.

Programs Blockchain-
Based

Consensus
Mechanism

Focus on
Medical Issues Affiliate Chain

Factom [20] No None No No
MedRec [9] Yes POW Yes No
AMDSM [8] Yes DPOS + PBFT Yes No

This article Yes Improvement of
PBFT Yes Yes

3.1.2. Security Analysis of Attack Blocks

This experiment uses the fabric underlying platform to test [21] that, when an attacker
launches a block masquerading attack, it needs to make a parallel chain to replace this
medical data chain faster than the normal consensus node. Assume that r is the probability
that an honest medical node creates the next node, w is the probability that the attacker
makes the next node, and n is the number of blocks the attacker needs to fill; then, the
probability that the attacker succeeds wn is:

wn = 1−∑n
k=0

λk.e−λ

k!
(1−

(w
r
)(n−k)

)
, λ = n

w
r

, (6)

The w-values taken are 0.1 and 0.2, and the size of wn according to Equation (6) is
calculated as shown in Figure 4. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the probability of a
successful attack wn by the attacker tends to decrease exponentially as the block increases.
In addition, since the real medical alliance chain network has a large number of nodes and
a large amount of computing power and the number of blocks in the main chain is much
larger than 10, the probability of a successful attack by the attacker is almost 0.
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3.2. Analysis of Communication Complexity

This paper adopts the method of grouping medical nodes into consensus slices and
simplifying the second consensus process to solve the problem of the high communication
complexity and poor scalability of PBFT. Specifically, a node must broadcast a message to
all other nodes, and at least 2/3 of the nodes receive a valid message. From Figure 2, it can
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be seen that the number of communications between the nodes in the network of PBFT in
the pre-preparation phase is n − 1, the number of communications between the nodes in
the network in the preparation phase is n ∗ (n − 1), and the number of communications
between the nodes in this network in the commit phase is n ∗ (n − 1), so the number of
communications in the network of the traditional PBFT consensus algorithm is 2n2 − n −
1. The number of SG-PBFT three-stage inter-node communications in the references [22]
is (n/2 − 1) ∗ (n/2 + 1). Assuming that there are n consensus nodes in the medical
alliance chain for group slicing, which are divided into k groups by Distance, the improved
secondary communication complexity of this paper is compared with the communication
complexity of the above algorithm, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of Communication Complexity.

Pre-Prepare Prepare Commit Total

PBFT n − 1 N ∗ (n − 1) N ∗ (n − 1) 2n2 − n − 1

SG-PBFT n/2 − 1 (n/2 − 1) ∗ (n/2 − 1) n/2 − 1 (n/2 − 1) ∗
(n/2 + 1)

The First Time The Second Time Total

This article (1 + 2n/k) ∗ (n/k − 1) (k − 1) ∗ (2k + 1)
(k − 1) ∗ (2k +
1) +(1 + 2n/k)
∗ (n/k − 1)

In order to show the difference between them more clearly, this paper compares
the communication complexity under different numbers of network nodes. When the
number of nodes in the network does not reach 32, the communication complexity of the
three consensus algorithms is not much different. In this medical data storage alliance
chain, when the number of medical nodes increases, the difference between the two
increases significantly. The communication complexity of the traditional PBFT algorithm
increases rapidly at a quadratic level, and the communication complexity of the medical
data consensus in this paper increases almost linearly and slowly. The difference between
SG-PBFT and the method in this paper also increases significantly with the number of
nodes. Assume that n/k in the grouping in this article is an integer, as shown in Figure 6
below.
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4. Conclusions and Outlook

With the rapid growth of medical data, the centralized storage of medical data may be
eliminated, and the rise of blockchain technology is one of the ways to solve this problem.
The medical data storage model proposed in this paper can help existing centralized medical
institutions transform to meet the increasing demand for the safe storage of medical data.
At the same time, the main node is selected by dynamic ranking and the replacement
algorithm, reduces the risk of system downtime, and ensures the load balance of each
medical node. By using the distributed storage algorithm, uploading the user’s encrypted
index protects the system to a certain extent. Blockchain technology is under experimental
research in various countries. This paper lacks the combination of related technologies such
as smart contracts. The next step will be to improve smart contracts to further improve the
model.
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